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STOCKMEIER Food is an emerging com-
pany in the flavour industry. We develop, 
produce and sell flavours worldwide. We 
offer our customers professional taste 
solutions with flavours, seasonings and 
functional blends.

The head office of STOCKMEIER Food 
Group is in Herford (Germany). Starting 
in Germany more than 35 years ago, we 
serve European and worldwide custom-
ers for 25 years. Serving the food indus-
try in more than 50 countries is done by 
distributors and our own sales offices 
in Moscow, Russia (stockmeier-food.ru), 
Csömör, Hungary (stockmeier-food.hu) 
and Poznan, Poland.

Our flavours are an indispensable and 
important component of modern food 
products. The product portfolio covers a 

wide range of synthetical and natural fla-
vours. We develop and produce individual 
recipes for each of our customers pre-
cisely tailored to their requirements. The 
R&D and application centres in Herford 
(Germany) and Csömör (Hungary) create 
flavours for the food and feed industry. 
Our international R&D team designs 
flavours individually for different food 
segments and markets. 

Quality management according to FSSC 
22000 and our HACCP concept are the 
base to produce high-quality products. 
Our factories and nearly all products are 
halal and kosher certified. The FAMIQS 
certification is important to offer our 
flavours for feed industry.

We make food unique

Alcoholic

Product Description/Various tastes

alcoholic flavour undefined alcoholic note, fuselic

amaretto flavour aromatic, nutty, bitter almond

beer flavour fruity, bitter, dry, hoppy, malty, Lager type, Pilsener type, IPA type

bitterorange herb flavour aromatic fruity, "Campari" type

brandy flavour yeast of wine like, woody, fusel note

caipirinha flavour fruity, minty, lime-like, sweet, fresh

calvados flavour alcoholic, slightly fruity

champagne flavour typical, fruity

cognac flavour yeast of wine like, fusel note, woody

cream liquor flavour creamy, toffee like, alcoholic, "Baileys" type

curacao flavour orange like, peel note, fresh, fruity

gin flavour aromatic, juniper like

herbal bitter flavour herbal, bitter, different alcoholic beverage types

liquor flavour herbal, sweet, minty, bitter

long island cocktail flavour alcoholic, citrus, typical coke

malibu flavour rum, coconut, sweet

mojito flavour alcoholic, rum- or more lime-like, minty

pina colada flavour rum, coconut, creamy

punch flavour fruity, mild, sweet, rum

rum flavour woody, esther-like, smoky, fusel note, sweet, brown, white, Jamaica type

sangria flavour citrus notes, slighty sweet and spicy

tequila flavour aromatic, cognac oil-like, slightly phenolic, brown, white, Jamaica

vermouth flavour wine like, fresh, typical

whisky flavour more or less smoky, fusel-like

wine flavour sweet, dry, sour, oaky, white, red, madeira wine, riesling, veltliner, merlot etc.

wodka flavour fusel-like, spicy

yeast flavour typical

zabaglione flavour sweet of rum, madeira, vanilla, chocolate, slightly spicy
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Floral

Product Description/Various tastes

bergamot flavour floral, fresh, earl grey type

chamomile flavour floral, fresh, typical

elderflower flavour floral sweet, slightly fruity

geranium flavour floral

hay flavour green, dry

jasmin flavour flowery, typical

lavender flavour flowery, typical

lime blossom flavour floral, smell like hay and honey

lotus flavour floral, sweet, typical

melissa flavour fresh, green, aromatic

orange blossom flavour flowery, sweet

rose flavour flowery

saffron flavour harsh, typical

violet flavour green, floral, perfumic, sweet, leaves or blossom type

Fruity

Product Description/Various tastes

acai flavour fruity, fresh like wild berries

acerola flavour fruity, adstringent, earthy, berry

annona flavour fruity, creamy, parts of strawberry 

apple cinnamon flavour fruity, full bodied 

apple flavour ripe, fruity, sweet, unripe, green, red, yellow

apple flavour, cider type typical, ripe, fruity, juicy

apple roasted flavour sweet, fruity, slighty cinnamon

apple strudel flavour balanced, typical, fruity, biscuit like

apricot flavour fruity, ripe, slight note of stone, 

aronia flavour typical, fruity, peel note

banana flavour sweet, green, ripe, over ripe

barberry flavour typical, slightly adstringent

birdcherry flavour typical

blackberry flavour fruity, aromatic, fresh note of jam

blackcurrant flavour typical, fruity, minty, juicy

blackthorn flavour berry fruity, expressive

blood orange flavour fruity, peel note, bitter, sweet

blueberry flavour berry like, mild, fruity

boysenberry flavour ripe, jammy, "mix of raspberries and blackberries"

calamansi flavour fresh, fruity, juicy

cassis flavour typical, fruity, minty

cherimoya flavour fruity, sweet, typical

Fruity

Product Description/Various tastes

cherry flavour fruity, sweet, fresh, stony, sour, black, amarena, cornelian

chestnut flavour typical, nutty

chewing gum flavour slighly fruity, sweet

clementine flavour sweet, juicy and shelled, ripe

cloudberry flavour sweet, ripe, fruity, some greenish

cranberry flavour fruity, sweet, sour, ripe, jammy

cupuacu flavour exotic, fruity, melon-, citrus-, apple

currant yoghurt flavour fruity, fresh, milky, sourly

date flavour sweet, balsamic, jammy

dragon fruit flavour ripe, fruity, juicy

durian flavour typical, exotic, sulphuric note

elderberry flavour fruity, earthy, sweet, typical

energy drink flavour sweet, gummi bear like, slighly 

fig flavour fruity-fleshy, fresh, ripe, dried, sweet

forest fruit flavour berry like, fruity, sweet, ripe, dominated by blue-, black-, straw- or raspberry

forest strawberry flavour fruity, sweet, typical

ginger ale flavour slightly ginger, fruity, juicy, typical

goji berry flavour fruity, berry like

gooseberry flavour fruity, typical

grape flavour fruity, sweet, red, white, concord-, muskatella- or izabella-type

grapefruit flavour citrus like, peel note, bitter, juicy

greengage flavour dry fruits like, fruity, ripe

grenadine flavour ripe, fruity, exotic

guanabana flavour fruity, sweet, juicy

guarana flavour fruity, floral, pulpy

guava flavour fruity, sweet, tropical

hackberry flavour fruity, ripe, slightly adstringent, cooked fruits

jackfruit flavour smooth, fruity, bright

juneberry flavour berry like, slightly sour, some notes of dried fruits

kiwi flavour fruity, sweet, from unripe to ripe

kombucha flavour flowery, fruity, fusel like

kumquat flavour fruity, peely, tangerine-notes

lemon balm flavour sweet, fruity, sour

lemon flavour fruity to peel note, sweet to bitter

lemon lime flavour fresh, fruity, typical, "Sprite" type, "7up" type

lime flavour lemon like, fresh, green, peely, cold

lime pie flavour fruity, fresh, lime like

loganberry flavour floral, fruity

lulo flavour fruity, juicy, exotic

lychee flavour exotic, fresh, typical, ripe

mandarine flavour sweet, juicy, peely, ripe

mandarine orange flavour fruity, sweet, fresh
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Fruity

Product Description/Various tastes

mango flavour exotic, fruity, sweet

mangosteen flavour tropical, fruity, typical

marula fruit flavour fruity, rum-like, caramel like

melon flavour smooth, ripe, juicy, fresh, honey-, water-, gallia-, cantaloupe type

mirabelle flavour fresh, fruity

mixed fruit flavour forrest fruit, exotic fruit, berry mix 

mulberry flavour typical

multifruit flavour citrus, pineapple, tropical, exotic

nagoonberry flavour berry like, sour, adstringent

nectarine flavour fruity, fresh, juicy

orange cinnamon flavour fresh, fruity, sweet, spicy

orange flavour fruity to peel note, sweet to bitter, fresh, bloody orange type

orange-grapefruit flavour bitter, peel note, citrus

orange-peach flavour fresh, juicy, fruity

papaya flavour exotic, fresh, fruity, ripe

passion fruit flavour exotic, fresh, fruity, ripe, sweet, red, yellow

peach flavour fruity, fresh, ripe, peel note, yellow or white type

peach yoghurt flavour fruity, juicy, milky

peach-passion fruit flavour fruity, exotic

pear flavour fruity, hard, green, ripe, "Williams Christ" or "Duchess" type

physalis flavour fresh, fruity, ripe, pulpy

pineapple flavour fruity, sweet, ripe, fresh, canned

pink grapefruit flavour juicy, flowery

plum flavour sweet, ripe, dried fruit note, cooked

pomegranate flavour fruity, fresh, adstringent

pomerance flavour sweet, slightly bitter, citrus like

prickly pear flavour juicy, fruity, green, pear like

prune flavour pulpy, dry fruits like, cooked fruits

quince flavour typical

rambutan flavour sweet, juicy

raspberry flavour fruity, sweet, ripe, jam like

raspberry yoghurt flavour berry note, fruity, milky

red fruit flavour fruity, sweet, mixed 

redcurrant flavour sweet, fruity, woody

rhubarb flavour sweet, fruity, sour

rosehip flavour typical

rowan berry flavour fruity, sweet, floral

snakefruit flavour juicy, fruity, ripe

soursop flavour fruity, creamy, parts of strawberry 

spice flavour for mulled wine fruity, cinnamon, tasty

starfruit flavour ripe, flowery

strawberry flavour fruity, unripe to fully ripe, sweet, green, forrest strawberry, white strawberry

Fruity

Product Description/Various tastes

strawberry yoghurt flavour sweet, ripe, slightly yoghurt, jammy

tangerine flavour sweet, juicy, peely, ripe

tonic flavour bitter, fruity

tropic flavour sweet, fruity, ripe

tutti frutti flavour exotic, fruity, fresh, sweet, yellow or tropic fruits driven, energy drink type

winter magic flavour sweet, spicy, citrussy

woodruff flavour fruity, fresh

yuzu flavour citrus, slightly bitter, fruity, juicy

Functional

Product Description/Various tastes

adstringent flavour bitter, adstringent

bitter masking flavour smooth

bodygiver flavour boosting, enhancing 

cloudifying flavour fresh slighly citrus

cool fresh flavour fruity, fresh, cool

cooling agent flavour fresh, cool

cream fat flavour fatty, creamy

masking flavour savoury or sweet

umami flavour bright, enhancing savoury tastes
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Nuts, Coffee, Caramel

Product Description/Various tastes

almond flavour smooth, sweet, caramel, roasted, fresh

cafe au lait flavour milky, coffee

cappuccino flavour soft note of coffee, milky, creamy

caramel flavour more or less roasted

cashew nut flavour nutty, smooth, typical

coconut flavour nutty, ripe, like coconut water, "Malibu" type, "Batida de Coco" type, "Raffaello" type, "Bounty" type

coffee flavour mild to roasted

espresso flavour typical, dark coffee

halva flavour typical, roasted

hazelnut flavour nutty, roasted and unroasted, green

latte macchiato flavour milky, coffee

macadamia flavour nutty, creamy, fresh

malt flavour typical, bright, dark, light

milk caramel flavour milky, caramel type

nougat flavour sweet, nutty

nougat flavour, white type sweet of honey, vanilla and caramel

nut flavour see also: walnut, peanut, pecanut, hazelnut, macadamia, cashew

peanut flavour fresh, green, roasted 

pecanut flavour typical

pistachio flavour typical, bitter almond note

tiramisu flavour typical, creamy, coffee

toffee flavour round, vanilla like, sweet, caramel

walnut flavour nutty, peel note, woody, raw, fresh

Herbal

Product Description/Various tastes

anise flavour sweet, aromatic, spicy

basil flavour fresh, aromatic, herb

bayleaf flavour typical

coriander flavour typical

dill flavour typical

fennel flavour typical

ginseng flavour aromatic, green-woody, slightly herbal

herb flavour aromatic, herbal, floral, herbs of provence, mediterranian herbs, garden herbs

hop flavour herbal, tasty

juniper flavour typical

lemonbalm flavour flowery, mint, citric

lemongras flavour aromatic, flowery, citric

majoran flavour typical

mint flavour cooling, mint, fresh

neroli flavour herbal, green

oregano flavour aromatic, spicy, of named herbs

parsley flavour typical

pesto flavour basilic, cheesy

rosemary flavour typical (no antioxidative effect)

tea flavour less or more bitter, floral, green, black, orange pekoe, jasmine type, earl grey, matcha, chai latte

thyme flavour aromatic, spicy-herbal, fresh

Milky

Product Description/Various tastes

butter flavour typical, fatty, sweet, sour, fresh, brown

cheese flavour                                                                                                                                         cheddar, gouda, emmental, old amsterdam, blue cheese, parmesan, mozzarella, camembert

condensed milk flavour sweet, creamy, cooked-milk-like

cream flavour mild, milky, fresh, sour, sweet, caramelized, "creme brulet"

curd cheese flavour fresh, milky, creamy, sour

mascarpone flavour fatty,slightly cheesy, lactic

milk flavour evaporated milk, cooked milk, fresh milk, baked, condensed

pannacotta flavour sweet, vanilla, custard like

plombir flavour vanilla like, slight fatty, milky

ricotta flavour fine sourish, fresh

sheep milk flavour typical

sour cream flavour milky, creamy, slightly sour

soy milk flavour milky, nutty, slightly toffee

yogurt flavour fresh, like milk, slighly sour
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Spicy

Product Description/Various tastes

allspice flavour typical, clove, pepper

caper flavour typical, sour

caraway seed flavour typical

cardamom flavour typical

chili flavour hot, different kinds of spiciness

cinnamon flavour typical, round, balsamic

clove flavour typical

curry flavour tasty, hot, piquant, fishy, fruity, meaty

ginger flavour     fresh, aromatic, slightly citrussy

gingerbread flavour typical, coriander, cardamom

hot flavour hot, pepper like, chili like

jalapeno pepper flavour hot, piquant, tasty

macis flavour typical

mustard flavour spicy, hot, typical

nutmeg flavour typical

pepper flavour typical, black pepper or white

tzatziki flavour fresh, garlic, cucumber, creamy

wasabi flavour hot, spicy, like horseraddish

pepper flavour typical, black pepper or white

piment flavour typical

tzatziki flavour fresh, garlic, cucumber, creamy

wasabi flavour hot, spicy, like horseraddish

Savoury

Product Description/Various tastes

bacon flavour tasty, meat note, smoky, roasted

barbecue flavour smoky, grilled, with more or less meaty notes

beef flavour roasted, cooked, grilled, braised                     

beef marrow flavour meaty, fatty, roasted

bone marrow flavour typical

bouillon flavour fatty, spicy, chicken, vegetable, beef, fish 

chicken flavour cooked, roasted, grilled, fatty

chorizo flavour typical

crab flavour fishy, typical

dusting powder for chips bell pepper, salsa, cheese, onion, cheese & onion, chakalaka, oriental, BBQ, ketchup, mellow cheese, 
ham, wasabi, zatar, pizza. Ask for separate list!

egg flavour sulphurous, typical

fish flavour whitefish, tuna, shrimps, lobster, crab and others

ham flavour roasted, cooked, grilled, black forrest ham, cooked ham, ripened (serano style, parma style)                    

ketchup flavour hot, spicy, fresh tomato, sun dried, "Hellmann" type, "Heinz" type

lamb meat flavour meaty, animal

lovage flavour typical, stock powder like

lunch meat flavour meaty 

marrowbone flavour cooked

mutton flavour typical

oak flavour woody, slightly roasted

pork flavour roasted, grilled, cooked

sage flavour aromatic, tasty, of fresh sage

salami flavour meaty, cheesy notes, riped, Italian or German type 

salmon flavour fishy, typical

sandalwood flavour typical, slightly muffled

savoury flavour typical

smoke flavour typical, hickorysmoke

smoked ham flavour meaty, smoky, fatty

snacktop type… see dusting powder

soy sauce flavour mild, pleasant malty, slightly roasted

spice flavour chili con carne tasty, pepper like, hot

spice flavour for ketchup tomato ketchup, curry ketchup

spice flavour for meat asian, hot chili, hot pepper, sweet 

spice flavour for pizza herbal, tasty

spice flavour for tzatziki spicy, garlic with touch of cucumber

spice flavour for ... different use 

spice flavour type … French, Indian, Italian, Mexican 

stock flavour fatty, spicy, chicken, vegetable, beef, fish 

stock powder flavour tasty

turkey flavour meaty, brown meat, roasted

veal flavour typical, meaty

worchestershire flavour typical
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Sweet

Product Description/Various tastes

american cheesecake flavour fatty, fresh, creamy, vanilla like

baking flavour vanilla like, slight burnt, cheese cake, ginger bread, brownie type, "Marie" type        

biscuit flavour smoothy, light in vanilla, typical

bitter almond flavour nutty, typical

bread flavour yeast like, roasted

brioche flavour slightly vanilla, creamy

brownie flavour sweet, dark chocolate

buckwheat flavour cereal like

buratino flavour fruity, sweet

burnt sugar flavour sweet, slightly caramel like

butter caramell flavour caramel, buttery

butter cream flavour mild, slight sweet

butter flavour mild, fatty, buttery, sweet, sour, margarine type, fine butter type

caramel flavour mild to roasted, creamy, milk caramel, cream caramel, burnt hard

caramel flavour more or less roasted

cereal flavour sweet, caramel, cereal, roasted

cheese cake flavour sweet, creamy, fresh, fruity

chocolate flavour classic, round, mild roasted, white-, dark-, milk-chocolate

chocolate mint flavour sweet, minty

chocolate rounding flavour juicy, cooling, orange like

chocolate truffle flavour sweet, fatty, full

chutney flavour fruity, spicy, smooth

cocoa flavour sweet, typical

cola flavour typical, sweet, lime like, cinnamon, "Coca Cola" type, "Pepsi" type   

cola orange flavour fresh, fruity,  mandarine type

cookie flavour typical, vanilla, caramel

cornflake flavour sweet, crunchy, slighty caramel

cottoncandy flavour sweet, slightly caramel

cream soda flavour sweet, slightly vanilla, flowery

cream vanilla flavour mild, milky, fresh, vanilla like

creme brulet flavour creamy, caramelized

donut flavour sweet, slightly vanilla

herb menthol flavour cooling, fresh-herbs-like, sweet

honey flavour typical, sweet, floral

iced candy flavour fresh, cooling, fruity, floral

irish cream coffee, creamy, typical

karkadeh flavour floral, slightly fruity

klaker flavour citrussy, fresh, fruity

kvas flavour roasted, crusty note, sweet

liquorice flavour sweet, aromatic, spicy

maple flavour sweet, malty balanced

maplesirup flavour mild, woody, caramel like, malty

Sweet

Product Description/Various tastes

marie flavour vanilla, caramel, fruity

marshmallow flavour sweet, creamy

marzipan flavour sweet, woody

menthol flavour aromatic, cooling, fresh

milk caramel flavour milky, caramel type

muesli flavour cereals with dried fruits

oat flakes flavour cereal like

pandan flavour typical, fruity, sweet

pannetone flavour citrus like, sweet, fruity

peppermint flavour minty, fresh, cooling, type of Avensis, Piperita or Spicata

petit beurre flavour sweet, balanced, full bodied, buttery

popcorn flavour sweet, roasted

poppyseed flavour typical, fruity

praline flavour sweet, cocoa, butter, rum

pyramid cake flavour sweet, slightly fruity, spicy

raisin flavour sulphuric, dried fruit note, sweet

rhubarb-vanilla flavour flowery, cooked rhubarb-like, vanilla like

seabuckthorn flavour typical

sesame flavour sweet, roasted, pronounced

shortbread flavour sweet, spicy, caramel

spearmint flavour fresh, sweet, minty

speculoos flavour spicy, burned caramel

spiced biscuit tasty, toffee, citrus-like

sponge cake flavour mild, vanilla like, citrus-like

spring rice flavour roasted, sweet, creamy

stollen flavour fruity, spicy

straciatella flavour chocolate like, vanilla

sunflowerseed flavour fresh, roasted, halva type

sweet bun flavour sweet, flowery, type Tahiti

tiramisu flavour typical, creamy, coffee

toffee flavour round, vanilla like, sweet, caramel

vanilla cola flavour fresh, cola and vanilla like

vanilla flavour creamy, vanilla, buttery, sweet, "Bourbon" or "Tahiti" like, pudding type

wafer flavour typical, sweet, milky, vanilla
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Vegetable

Product Description/Various tastes

asparagus flavour typical, pronounced, cooked note

bean flavour braised, cooked, green, brown or black

bear's garlic flavour typical

beet root flavour earthy, sweet

broccoli flavour typical, cabbage-like

carrot flavour fresh, "fruity" as young small carrot

cauliflower flavour bright, sweet, cabbage-like

celery flavour typical

chives flavour fresh, green, typical

corn flavour sweet, typical

cucumber flavour green, fruity

garlic flavour typical

green bean flavour sweet, roasted, steamed

hemp seed flavour sweet, baked

horseradish flavour typical, hot

leek flavour very fresh onion

mushroom flavour typical, woody, earthy, forrest mushroom, stone mushroom, truffle, chanterelle, boletus

olive flavour fatty, round, flowery, black, green or oily type                 

onion flavour green, fresh, roated

paprika flavour typical

pastinak flavour typical, bright, sweet

pea flavour typical

potato flavour cooked, roasted, mashed, baked

pumpkin flavour typical vegetable note

rice flavour nutty, popcorn like

shallot flavour fresh, green onion

tamarind flavour bright, sweet, typical

taro flavour sweet nutty, slightly floral

tomato flavour green to ripe, fresh to cooked

truffle flavour earthy, bright, mushroom notes

vegetable green flavour herbs and vegetable like, green

vegetable stock flavour tasty, like vegetables

yams flavour sweet, bright, potato notes
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